
Coming soon: our showroom!

There are interior motives behind everything we do—such as opening a showroom in the

fashionable Galleria Shoppes at Vanderbilt. And those motives are helping clients and everyone

who stops in to discover the complete EDGE™ design experience and our full range of

capabilities, from interior design to custom cabinetry and more. We cannot wait to welcome you

and collaborate on creating the home of your dreams.
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Meet the team!
Join is in welcoming Yazan Semrein. With a

bachelor’s degree in architecture, Yazan has

advanced skills, including CAD design and 3D

modeling and rendering. Yazan collaborates in the

design and production of cabinetry and interior

design drawings. Before joining EDGE, he was a 3D

drafter, landscape design assistant, project manager

and architectural engineer.

MEET ALL TEAM MEMBERS

Work in progress

Seven interior design and custom cabinetry projects in Quail West

and three in Grey Oaks

We will be demonstrating all of our creative capabilities on ten significant projects in two of

Naples’ most exclusive communities—Quail West and Grey Oaks. Our expert team will design

exquisite custom cabinetry, integrating the finest materials and hardware to elevate the feel of the

space. With this complete, we will reimagine the overall living space with inspired, inventive

design. Expect progress updates with photos and more soon!

Get the latest

To keep receiving our e-newsletter, simply opt-in by providing your name and

email address.
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